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Abstract: With the rise of autonomous vehicles, drivers are gradually being liberated from the traditional roles behind steering wheels. Driver behavior cognition is significant for improving safety, comfort, and human–vehicle interaction. Existing research mostly analyzes driver behaviors relying on the movements of upper-body parts, which may lead to false positives and missed detections due to the subtle changes among similar behaviors. In this paper, an end-to-end model is proposed to tackle the problem of the accurate classification of similar driver actions in real-time, known as MSRNet. The proposed architecture is made up of two major branches: the action detection network and the object detection network, which can extract spatiotemporal and key-object features, respectively. Then, the confidence fusion mechanism is introduced to aggregate the predictions from both branches based on the semantic relationships between actions and key objects. Experiments implemented on the modified version of the public dataset Drive&Act demonstrate that the MSRNet can recognize 11 different behaviors with 64.18% accuracy and a 20 fps inference time on an 8-frame input clip. Compared to the state-of-the-art action recognition model, our approach obtains higher accuracy, especially for behaviors with similar movements.
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1. Introduction

Driver-related factors (e.g., distraction, fatigue, and misoperation) are the leading causes of unsafe driving, and it is estimated that 36% of vehicle accidents can be avoided if no driver engages in distracting activities [1,2]. Secondary activities such as talking with cellphones, consuming food, and interacting with in-vehicle devices lead to the significant degradation of driving skills, and increases in reaction times in emergency events [3]. With the rise of autonomous vehicles, drivers are gradually being liberated from the traditional roles behind steering wheels, thereby more freedom may contribute to complex behaviors [4]. As full automation could be decades away, driver behavior recognition is essential for autonomous vehicles with partial or conditional automation, where drivers have to be ready for requests for intervention [5].

With the growing demand for analyses of driver behaviors, driver behavior recognition has rapidly gained attention. Previous studies mainly adopted machine learning algorithms, such as random forest [6], Adaboost [7], and support vector machine [8], to detect distracted drivers. Deep learning technology hastens the parturition of outstanding driver behavior recognition models due to its powerful studying and generalizing ability. A typical pipeline of driver behavior recognition models based on deep learning is presented in Figure 1. First, driver movements are captured by cameras and fed into the data processing part in sequences of frames. The next step is to extract deep features and assign corresponding labels to these features. During this process, classification accuracy is critical to the model’s performance. In [9], the multi-scale Faster-RCNN [10] is employed in driver’s cellphone usage detection with the fusion approach based on features and...
geometric information. Streiffer et al. [11] propose a deep learning solution for distracted driving detection by means of aggregating the classification results of frame-sequence and IMU-sequence. Baheti et al. [12] adapted the VGG-16 [13] with various regularization techniques (e.g., dropout, L2 regularization, and batch normalization) to perform distracted driver detection.

The 3D-CNN is widely utilized for driver behavior recognition in order to aggregate the deep features from both spatial and temporal dimensions. Martin et al. [14] introduced the large-scale video dataset Drive&Act and provided benchmarks by adopting prominent methods for driver behavior recognition. Reiß et al. [15] adopted the fusion mechanism based on semantic attributes and word vectors to tackle the issue of zero-shot activity recognition. In [16], an interwoven CNN is used to identify driver behaviors by merging the features coming from multi-stream inputs.

In summary, it is ambitious to achieve high accuracy while maintaining runtime efficiency for driver behavior recognition. Existing research mostly analyzes driver behaviors by relying on the movements of upper-body parts, which may lead to false positives and missed detections due to the subtle changes among similar behaviors [17,18]. To tackle this problem, an end-to-end model is proposed, inspired by the human visual cognitive system. When humans understand complex and similar behaviors, our eyes capture not only the action cues, but also the key-object cues, in order to obtain more complete descriptions of behaviors. The example in Figure 2 illustrates our inspiration. Therefore, two parallel branches are presented to perform action classification and object classification, respectively. The action detection network, called ActNet, is used to extract spatio-temporal features from an input clip, and the object detection network called ObjectNet is used to extract key-object features from the key frame. Then, the confidence fusion mechanism (CFM) is introduced to aggregate the predictions from both branches based on the semantic relationships between actions and key-objects. Figure 3 illustrates the overall architecture of the proposed model. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- An end-to-end multi-semantic model is proposed to tackle the problem of accurate classification of similar driver behaviors in real-time, which can both characterize driver actions and focus on the key-objects linked with corresponding behaviors;
- The category of Drive&Act in the level of fine-grained activity is adapted to establish the clear relationships between behaviors and key-objects based on hierarchical annotations;
- Experiments implemented on the modified version of the public dataset Drive&Act demonstrate that the MSRNet can recognize 11 different behaviors with 64.18% accuracy and a 20 fps inference time on an 8-frame input clip. Compared to the state-of-the-art action recognition model, our approach obtains higher accuracy, especially for behaviors with similar movements.
Figure 2. Drinking water or consuming food? Although the region of interest can be effectively obtained, it may not be possible to identify the driver action positively using only action cues. The key-object cues, such as food and bottles, should be integrated to classify which behavior the driver is taking on correctly.

Figure 3. The overall architecture of the proposed model. ActNet is used to extract spatiotemporal features from an input clip and the ObjectNet is used to extract key-object features from the key frame. The predictions from both branches are fed into the CFM to perform confidence fusion and action classification based on the semantic relationships between actions and key objects.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, the distribution of the fine-grained activity groups in the modified Drive&Act is introduced firstly, in order to facilitate the design, training, and evaluation of the proposed model. Subsequently, an end-to-end model with two parallel branches, called MSRNet, is employed to perform driver behavior recognition. Inspired by the intuition of human vision, the proposed model focuses on both the actions and the objects involved in the actions to derive holistic descriptions of driver behaviors. ActNet is used to extract spatiotemporal features from input clips, which can capture the action cues of driver behaviors. ObjectNet is utilized to extract key-object features from key frames, which mainly concentrates on object cues. The predictions from both branches are merged via the confidence fusion mechanism, based on the semantic relationships between actions and key objects. Overall this ensemble demonstrably improves model accuracy and robustness for driver behavior recognition. Finally, the implementation of MSRNet is described briefly.

2.1. Dataset

In this paper, experiments are conducted on the modified version of the public dataset Drive&Act [14], which collects data on the secondary activities of 15 subjects for 12 h (over 9.6 million frames). Drive&Act provides the hierarchical annotations of 12 classes of coarse tasks, 34 categories of fine-grained activities, and 372 groups of atomic action units. In contrast to the first (coarse task) and the third (atomic action unit) levels, the second level
(fine-grained activity) can provide sufficient visual details while maintaining clear semantic descriptions. Therefore, the categories of Drive&Act at the level of fine-grained activity are adapted to establish clear relationships between behaviors and key objects based on hierarchical annotations. First, the classes involved in driving preparation activities (e.g., entering/exiting cars, fastening belts) are excluded due to the fact that the solution only focuses on the secondary activities in the running process of autonomous vehicles. In addition, the integrity of behaviors in the temporal dimension is preserved to simplify the correspondence between actions and key objects. For example, the actions of opening bottles, drinking water, and closing bottles are considered as the different stages of the same action. Finally, the 34 categories of Drive&Act are restructured into 11 classes, including nine semantic relationships between behaviors and key objects. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of the fine-grained activity groups in the modified dataset.

![Figure 4. The distribution of the fine-grained activity groups in the modified dataset. The groups are: (1) drink from bottle; (2) consume food; (3) put on or take off jacket; (4) work on laptop; (5) read magazine; (6) read newspaper; (7) talk on cellphone; (8) take over the steering wheel; (9) put on or take off sunglasses; (10) watch videos; (11) write with a pen. The key objects corresponding to actions are colored in red.](image)

2.2. ActNet

Since contextual information is crucial for understanding driver behaviors, the proposed model uses 3D-CNN to extract spatiotemporal features, which is able to capture motion information encoded in multiple consecutive frames. The 3D-CNNs form a cube by stacking multiple consecutive frames, and then apply 3D convolution not only in the space dimension, but also in the time dimension. The feature maps in the convolutional layer are related to the multiple adjacent frames in the upper layer to obtain motion information. YOWO [19] is the state-of-the-art 3D-CNN architecture for real-time spatiotemporal action localization in video streams. In YOWO, a unified network called ActNet is used to obtain the information on driver actions encoded in multiple contiguous frames. ActNet is made up of three major parts. The first part, the 3D branch, extracts spatiotemporal features from an input clip via 3D-CNN. The ResNext-101 is used as the 3D backbone of the 3D branch due to its good performance on kinetics and UCF-101 [20]. The second part, the 2D branch, extracts spatial features from the key frame (i.e., the last frame of an input clip) via 2D-CNN. The feature maps in the convolutional layer are related to the multiple adjacent frames in the upper layer to obtain motion information encoded in multiple consecutive frames. The 3D-CNNs form a cube by stacking multiple consecutive frames, and then apply 3D convolution not only in the space dimension, but also in the time dimension. The feature maps in the convolutional layer are related to the multiple adjacent frames in the upper layer to obtain motion information. The prior mechanism proposed in [21] is utilized to bound box regression localization. The final outputs are resized to $5 \times (11 + 4 + 1) \times H \times W$, indicating five prior anchors,
11 categories of activities, four coordinates, a confidence score, and the height and width of the images in the grid, respectively. The smooth $L_1$ loss [22],

$$\text{smooth}_{L_1}(x) = \begin{cases} 0.5x^2, & \text{if } |x| < 1 \\ |x| - 0.5, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

is adopted to calculate the loss of bounding box regression, where $x$ is the difference in the elements between the bounding box and the groundtruth. The focal loss [23],

$$\text{FL}(p_t) = -(1 - p_t)^\gamma \log(p_t),$$

is applied to determine classification loss, where $p_t$

$$p_t = \begin{cases} p, & \text{if } y = 1 \\ 1 - p, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

is the variation in cross-entropy loss, and $(1 - p_t)^\gamma$ is a modulating factor in cross-entropy loss, with a tunable focusing parameter $\gamma \geq 0$.

2.3. ObjectNet

ActNet is able to capture the action cues of driver behaviors from input clips directly, and provide accurate predictions in most situations. However, driver behaviors may be so subtle or similar that they lead to false positives and missed detections. Therefore, ObjectNet is proposed to capture the key-object cues involved in driver actions, such as bottles for drinking, food for eating, and laptops for working. ObjectNet is expected to further filter the predictions of ActNet in order to classify subtle or similar actions. YOLO-v3 [24] is one of the more popular algorithms used for generic object detection, and is successfully adapted to many recognition problems. YOLO-v3 is employed as the basic framework of ObjectNet due to its excellent trade-off between accuracy and efficiency.

In order to enhance the performance to detect small objects, ObjectNet extracts features from multiple scales of the key frame, following the same guideline as the feature pyramid network [25]. In detail, the multi-scale outputs of different detection layers are merged to derive the final predictions using non-maximum suppression.

2.4. Confidence Fusion Mechanism

The outputs of ActNet and ObjectNet are reshaped to the same dimension (i.e., class index, four coordinates, and confidence score). For a specific class, the confidence score for each box is defined as

$$\Pr(\text{Class}_i | \text{Object}) \cdot \Pr(\text{Object}) \cdot \text{IOU}^\text{truth}_{\text{pred}} = \Pr(\text{Class}_i) \cdot \text{IOU}^\text{truth}_{\text{pred}},$$

which reflects both the probability of the class appearing in the box and how well the predicted box fits the object [26]. To utilize the complementary effects of different items of semantic information, the Confidence Fusion Mechanism (CFM) is introduced to aggregate predictions from both ActNet and ObjectNet based on the semantic relationships between actions and key-objects. The CFM is a decision fusion approach that combines the decisions of multiple classifiers into a common decision about driver behavior. This ground independence from the type of data source, making it possible to aggregate the information derived from different semantic aspects.

In order to illustrate the implications of the CFM, we consider a simple scenario: there are two binary classifiers (S1 and S2) used to detect whether drivers are drinking water or not. It performs one detection using S1 and S2, and there will be four possible situations, as shown in Table 1. If the results of S1 and S2 are in agreement, it is reasonable to conclude on whether drivers are drinking water or not. Otherwise, the results of the classifier with greater confidence will be preferably accepted.
Table 1. The possible situations of driver drinking detection by two binary classifiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible Situations</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>not_drink (0)</td>
<td>not_drink (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0, 1)</td>
<td>not_drink (0)</td>
<td>drink (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1, 0)</td>
<td>drink (1)</td>
<td>not_drink (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>drink (1)</td>
<td>drink (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expanding the simple scenario to our task, ActNet performs driver behavior recognition on a given clip, and outputs $N$ predictions. In general, we can conclude which actions drivers engage in by reference to the maximum confidence score. Figure 5 illustrates the algorithm flowchart of the CFM. First, the $N$ predictions are sorted in order of confidence scores from largest to smallest. Afterwards, the top $m$ predictions are fed into the decision in turn to examine whether they match with the correspondences between actions and key-objects. In this paper, we set $m$ as 3, because the confidence scores of these predictions are generally lower than the threshold when $m$ is beyond 3. If the prediction $(i)$ is compatible with the key-object detected by ObjectNet, it is assumed that the prediction $(i)$ is accurate, and the circulation is ended. Otherwise, this process will continue until all the top $m$ predictions have been examined. In addition, there is a possible situation wherein none of the top $m$ predictions match with the key-object. In this case, the original results of ActNet will be adopted.

![Algorithm Flowchart](image)

**Figure 5.** The algorithm flowchart of the confidence fusion mechanism.

2.5. Implementation Details

The publicly released YOLO-v3 [24] model is used for ObjectNet and is fine-tuned on the modified Drive&Act [14] following default configuration. For ActNet, the parameters of the 3D backbone and the 2D backbone are initialized on kinetics [27] and COCO [28], respectively. The training is implemented using stochastic gradient descent with an initial learning rate of 0.0001, which is degraded with a modulating factor of 0.5 after the 30 k, 40 k, 50 k, and 60 k iterations. The weight decay rate is set to 0.0005, and the momentum value is set to 0.9. For the dataset Drive&Act, the training process is converged after five epochs. Both ActNet and ObjectNet are trained and tested using a Tesla V100 GPU with 16 GB RAM. The proposed model is carried out end-to-end in PyTorch.
3. Results and Discussion

In this section, the accuracies of the MSRNet and YOWO are compared to illustrate the improvement in driver behavior recognition by aggregating multi-semantic information. Afterwards, the visualization of the output from different branches is used to determine what is learned by the MSRNet. Finally, some limitations that affect the MSRNet’s performance are discussed.

Experiments are implemented on the modified public dataset Drive&Act. As in [14], the datasets for training, validation, and testing are randomly divided based on the identity of subjects; using videos, we assign the data of 10 persons for training, 2 persons for validation, and 3 persons for testing. Each action segment is split into 3-s chunks for balancing the various durations of driver behaviors. The standard evaluation metric of accuracy is adopted to measure the performance of the proposed dataset. Table 2 reports the results derived from comparing the accuracy between MSRNet and the state-of-the-art action recognition model YOWO [19]. It is observed that MSRNet performs better in both validation and testing, with significant 4.65% (Val) and 3.16% (Test) improvements in accuracy when recognizing 11 different behaviors on an 8-frame input clip.

Table 2. The results of comparing the accuracy between MSRNet and YOWO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Val (%)</th>
<th>Test (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YOWO</td>
<td>67.71</td>
<td>61.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Model</td>
<td>72.36</td>
<td>64.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 illustrates the activation maps giving a visual explanation of the classification decision made by ActNet and ObjectNet [29]. It can be observed that ActNet mainly focuses on the areas where movements are happening, whereas ObjectNet mainly focuses on the key-objects. Figure 7 gives a precise description of 11 fine-grained activities carried out on the modified Drive&Act by the confusion matrixes. Each row of the confusion matrix represents the instances in an actual label, while each column represents the instances in a predicted label. As can be seen from the confusion matrixes, the proposed model accurately recognizes the majority of classes, with 99% accurate identification of drinking with bottles, 95% accurate identification of working on laptops, and 94% accurate identification of reading magazines. In addition, a significant improvement is made in recognizing similar actions. For example, 16% (drinking with bottles vs. consuming food) and 14% (reading magazines vs. reading newspaper) of the misrecognitions are avoided when using the MSRNet. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of utilizing multi-semantic classification for driver recognition with the confidence fusion mechanism. Although the proposed model shows superiority in solving the problem of interclass similarity, it also suffers from some limitations that degrade its performance. Figure 8 illustrates examples of images for which the MSRNet fails in driver behavior recognition. It is observed that the misrecognition of the proposed model is mainly caused by some challenging situations in Drive&Act, such as occlusion and multi-class visibility.
Figure 7: The confusion matrixes for YOWO (a) and MSRNet (b). The indexes of rows and columns from 1 to 11 represent: (1) drink from a bottle; (2) consuming food; (3) putting on or taking off a jacket; (4) working on a laptop; (5) reading a magazine; (6) reading a newspaper; (7) talking on a cellphone; (8) taking over the steering wheel; (9) putting on or taking off sunglasses; (10) watching videos; (11) writing with a pen.
4. Conclusions

In this paper, an end-to-end multi-semantic model is proposed for driver behavior recognition, employing a confidence fusion mechanism known as MSRNet. First, the category of Drive&Act at the level of fine-grained activity is adapted to establish the clear relationships between behaviors and key-objects based on hierarchical annotations. This modification facilitates the design, training, and evaluation of the proposed model. Subsequently, MSRNet uses two parallel branches to perform action classification and object classification, respectively. ActNet mainly focuses on areas wherein movements are happening, whereas ObjectNet mainly focuses on key objects. The proposed confidence fusion mechanism aggregates the predictions from both branches based on the semantic relationships between actions and key-objects. The proposed approach can both characterize driver actions and focus on the key-objects linked with behaviors to obtain more complete descriptions of behaviors. Overall, this approach demonstrably improves the model’s accuracy and robustness for driver behavior recognition. The experiments have demonstrated that the MSRNet performs better in terms of both validation and testing, with significant 4.65% (Val) and 3.16% (Test) improvements in accuracy when recognizing 11 different behaviors in an 8-frame input clip. The proposed model can perform accurate recognition for the majority of classes, such as 99% accurate identification of drinking from a bottle, 95% accurate identification of working on a laptop, and 94% accurate identification of reading a magazine.

Although the MSRNet shows superiority in solving the problem of interclass similarity, it also suffers from some limitations (e.g., occlusion and multi-class visibility) that degrade its performance. In future work, we would like to try other possible approaches to solving these limitations. As feature extraction from occluded human body parts is rarely possible, it is important to find robust classifiers that can handle the occlusion problem, such as probabilistic approaches. In addition, collecting additional sensor data (e.g., body pose, depth, and infrared) from other sensors mounted on real cars is a potential mitigation strategy. It is considered that this could help in deriving more complete descriptions of driver behavior.
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